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Psychology Board Members

Jonathan Burke
Administrative Services Coordinator
AB 2041 (Jones): Developmental Services : Regional Centers:
1 Behavioral Health Treatment
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SUBJECT
Background:

Please see attached analysis for detail on this proposed legislation.

Action Requested:
The staff recommendation is to continue to watch AB 2041 .

Attachment A is the staff analysis of AB 2041.
Attachment B shows the current language proposed in AB 2041 .

CALIFORNIA STATE BOARD OF PSYCHOLOGY
BILL ANALYSIS
BILL NUMBER:
AUTHOR:

AB 2041

JONES

RECOMMENDED POSITION:
SUBJECT:

VERSION:

AMENDED APRIL 22, 2014

SPONSOR:

DIR/FLOORTIME COALITION OF
CALIFORNIA

NONE

DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES: REGIONAL CENTERS: BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
TREATMENT

EXISTING LAW:
1) Establishes an entitlement to services for individuals with developmental disabilities under the
Lanterman Developmental Disabilities Services Act (Lanterman Act). (Welfare and Institutions
Code (WIC) Section 4500 et seq.)
2) Grants all individuals with developmental disabilities, among all other rights and
responsibilities established for any individual by the United States Constitution and laws and the
California Constitution and laws, the right to treatment and habilitation services and supports in
the least restrictive environment. (WIC Section 4502)
3) Establishes a system of 21 nonprofit regional centers throughout the state to identify needs
and coordinate services for eligible individuals with developmental disabilities and requires the
Department of Developmental Services (DDS) to contract with regional centers to provide case
management services and arrange for or purchase services that meet the needs of individuals
with developmental disabilities, as defined. (WIC Section 4620 et seq.)
4) Requires the development of an Individual Program Plan (IPP) for each regional center
consumer, which specifies services to be provided to the consumer, based on his or her
individualized needs determination and preferences, and defines that planning process as the
vehicle to ensure that services and supports are customized to meet the needs of consumers
who are served by regional centers. (WIC Section 4512)
5) Creates a process by which regional centers may “vendorize” service providers, thereby
providing a path to contract for services with that provider and ensuring maximum flexibility and
availability of appropriate services and support for persons with developmental disabilities. (WIC
Section 4648)
6) Authorizes regional centers to solicit an individual or agency through a request for proposals
or other means to provide needed services or supports not presently available, provided it is
necessary to expand the availability of needed services of good quality. (WIC Section
4648(e)(1))
7) Defines behavioral health treatment, for purposes of payment under a health care service
plan contract or a health insurance policy, as professional services and treatment programs,
including applied behavior analysis and evidence-based behavior intervention programs, which

develop or restore, to the maximum extent practicable, the functioning of an individual with
pervasive developmental disorder or autism, and sets forth criteria that must be met related to
the treatment plan, prescription of the treatment, and the providers authorized to provide such
treatment, which includes qualified autism service professionals, as specified. (Health and
Safety Code (H&S) Section 1374.73(c)(1), Insurance Code (INS) Section 10144.51(c)(1))
8) Includes in the definition of a "qualified autism service professional" a behavioral service
provider approved as a vendor by a California regional center to provide services as an
Associate Behavior Analyst, Behavior Analyst, Behavior Management Assistant, Behavior
Management Consultant, or Behavior Management Program as defined in Title 17 CCR Section
54342. (H&S Section 1374.73(c)(4)(D), INS Section 10144.51(c)(4)(D))
9) Defines in state regulations, for purposes of regional center vendorization, Behavior
Management Assistant and Behavior Management Consultant and requires education or
experience in an applied behavior analysis (ABA) for both professionals, as specified. (Title 17
CCR Section 54342)
This Bill.


Provides a statutory definition for Behavior Management Assistants and Behavior
Management Consultants for purposes of providing behavioral health treatment, being
vendorized by regional centers, and receiving health insurance coverage for providing
such services. Specifically, this bill:



Aligns the definitions of Behavior Management Assistant and Behavior Management
Consultant for purposes of regional center vendorization with the definition for behavioral
health treatment provided for in current statute related to health plan and insurance
coverage of specified treatments for individuals with pervasive developmental disorder
or autism.



Deletes references to the current definitions for Behavior Management Assistant and
Behavior Management Consultant in Title 17 of the California Code of Regulations
(CCR) Section 54342 and instead references the newly proposed definitions for both
professionals for purposes of payment for behavioral health treatment by health care
service plan contracts and health insurance policies, as specified.

Comments:
1) Background. The Lanterman Act (1977) guides the provision of services and supports for
Californians with developmental disabilities. Each individual under the Lanterman Act,
typically referred to as a "consumer," is legally entitled to treatment and habilitation services
and supports in the least restrictive environment. Lanterman Act services are designed to
enable all consumers to live more independent and productive lives in the community.
The term "developmental disability" means a disability that originates before an individual
attains 18 years of age, is expected to continue indefinitely, and constitutes a substantial
disability for that individual. It includes intellectual disabilities, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, and
pervasive developmental disorder/autism spectrum disorder (PDD/ASD). Other
developmental disabilities are those disabling conditions similar to an intellectual disability
that require treatment (i.e., care and management) similar to that required by individuals with
an intellectual disability. This does not include conditions that are solely psychiatric or
physical in nature, and the conditions must occur before age 18, result in a substantial
2

disability, be likely to continue indefinitely, and involve brain damage or dysfunction.
Examples of conditions might include intracranial neoplasms, degenerative brain disease or
brain damage associated with accidents.
Direct responsibility for implementation of the Lanterman Act service system is shared by
DDS and 21 regional centers, which are private nonprofit entities, established pursuant to
the Lanterman Act, that contract with DDS to carry out many of the state’s responsibilities
under the Lanterman Act. The principal roles of regional centers include intake and
assessment, individualized program plan development, case management, and securing
services through generic agencies or purchasing services provided by vendors. Regional
centers also share primary responsibility with local education agencies for provision of early
intervention services under the California Early Intervention Services Act.
Regional centers: The 21 regional centers throughout the state serve over 260,000
consumers who receive services such as residential placements, supported living services,
respite care, transportation, day treatment programs, work support programs, and various
social and therapeutic activities. Approximately 1,300 consumers reside at one of
California’s four Developmental Centers—and one state-operated, specialized community
facility—which provide 24-hour habilitation and medical and social treatment services.
Services provided to people with developmental disabilities are determined through an
Individual Planning Process. Under this process, planning teams—which include, among
others, the consumer, his or her legally authorized representative, and one or more regional
center representatives—jointly prepare an IPP based on the consumer’s needs and choices.
The Lanterman Act requires that the IPP promote community integration and maximize
opportunities for each consumer to develop relationships, be part of community life, increase
control over his or her life, and acquire increasingly positive roles in the community. The IPP
must give the highest preference to those services and supports that allow minors to live
with their families and adults to live as independently as possible in the community.
The vendorization process: Prior to being approved to receive funding from a regional center
for providing services to a consumer, a service provider must become vendored by the
regional center that oversees the catchment area in which the provider is located. This
"vendorization" process includes verifying that the provider is qualified to provide the
planned services and meets all other regulatory standards and requirements. It is important
to note that vendorization makes a provider eligible to provide services paid for by the
regional center, but does not guarantee the regional center will refer consumers.
Furthermore, there is nothing precluding a vendor from being vendorized by more than one
regional center. There are over 45,000 vendors that provide services paid for by regional
centers in California.
2) Reason for the Bill:
As a result of SB 946 (Steinberg), Chapter 650, Statutes of 2011, behavioral health
treatment for persons with ASD/PDD is supposed to be covered under health care service
plan contracts and health insurance policies as of July 1, 2012. Although the definition for
"behavioral health treatment" provided for in statute for purposes of the coverage mandate
includes certain evidence-based, behavior intervention programs that are not categorized as
ABA, the author of this bill states that not all health plans and insurance companies are
strictly adhering to the mandate for some of the frontline service providers because the
definition for those professionals in state regulations specifies the need for education and
experience in ABA.
3

3) Support and Opposition.
Support:









Autism Speaks
Autism Society of Los Angeles
Easter Seals of Central California
Foothill Autism Alliance
Interdisciplinary Council on Development and Learning (ICDL)
Professional Child Development Associates
Professional Training for Performers with Disabilities
Child Development Institute

Oppose:





Association of Regional Center Agencies
Autism Research Group
Center for Autism and Related Disorders
ACT Today

Regional Centers are concerned that the bill will have unintended consequences as
professionals who provide treatment have particular ABA training requirements. However,
nothing in the bill alters the training that is needed. The bill does mean that providers do not
need to be specifically trained in ABA. Licensees of the Board of Psychology are not affected by
the legislation. Awaiting call back from ARCA for more detail.
4) History
2014
May. 8
Apr. 28
Apr. 28
Apr. 22
Apr. 22
Apr. 21
Apr. 1
Mar.28
Mar.28
Feb. 21
Feb. 20

Referred to Coms. on HEALTH, HUMAN S. and APPR.
In Senate. Read first time. To Com. on RLS. for assignment.
Read third time. Passed. Ordered to the Senate. (Ayes 71. Noes 3. Page
4640.)
Read second time. Ordered to third reading.
Read second time and amended. Ordered to second reading.
From committee: Do pass as amended. (Ayes 6. Noes 0.) (April 8).
Re-referred to Com. on HUM. S.
From committee chair, with author's amendments: Amend, and re-refer to
Com. on HUM. S. Read second time and amended.
Referred to Coms. on HUM. S. and HEALTH.
From printer. May be heard in committee March 23.
Read first time. To print.
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 22, 2014
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MARCH 28, 2014
california legislature—2013–14 regular session

ASSEMBLY BILL

No. 2041

Introduced by Assembly Member Jones
February 20, 2014

An act to amend Section 1374.73 of the Health and Safety Code, to
amend Section 10144.51 of the Insurance Code, and to add Section
4648.32 to the Welfare and Institutions Code, relating to health.
legislative counsel’s digest

AB 2041, as amended, Jones. Developmental services: regional
centers: behavioral health treatment.
The Lanterman Developmental Disabilities Services Act requires the
State Department of Developmental Services to enter into contracts
with private nonprofit corporations to operate regional centers for the
provision of community services and supports for persons with
developmental disabilities and their families. Regulations adopted under
that act require a regional center to classify a vendor of services provided
by the regional center as a behavior management consultant or behavior
management assistant if the vendor designs or implements behavior
management intervention services, possesses specified experience in
designing or implementing those services, and meets other specified
licensure and education requirements.
This bill would require that a regional center classify a vendor as a
behavior management consultant or behavior management assistant if
the vendor designs or implements behavioral health treatment, has a

97
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specified amount of experience in designing or implementing that
treatment, and meets other licensure and education requirements.
Existing law, the Knox-Keene Health Care Service Plan Act of 1975,
provides for the licensure and regulation of health care service plans
by the Department of Managed Health Care. Existing law also provides
for the regulation of health insurers by the Department of Insurance.
Existing law requires health care service plan contracts and health
insurance policies to provide coverage for behavioral health treatment
for pervasive developmental disorder or autism until January 1, 2017,
and defines behavioral health treatment to mean specified services
provided by, among others, a qualified autism service professional
supervised and employed by a qualified autism service provider. For
purposes of this provision, existing law defines a “qualified autism
service professional” to mean a person who, among other requirements,
is a behavior service provider approved as a vendor by a California
regional center to provide services as an associate behavior analyst,
behavior management assistant, behavior management consultant, or
behavior management program pursuant to specified regulations adopted
under the Lanterman Developmental Disabilities Services Act.
This bill would instead require that the behavior management assistant
or behavior management consultant be approved as a California regional
center vendor under the provisions described above.
Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no.
State-mandated local program: no.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
line 1
line 2
line 3
line 4
line5
line 6
line 7
line 8
line 9
line 10
line 11
line 12
line 13

SECTION 1. Section 1374.73 of the Health and Safety Code
is amended to read:
1374.73. (a) (1) Every health care service plan contract that
provides hospital, medical, or surgical coverage shall also provide
coverage for behavioral health treatment for pervasive
developmental disorder or autism no later than July 1, 2012. The
coverage shall be provided in the same manner and is subject to
the same requirements as provided in Section 1374.72.
(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), as of the date that proposed
final rulemaking for essential health benefits is issued, this section
does not require any benefits to be provided that exceed the
essential health benefits that all health plans will be required by
federal regulations to provide under Section 1302(b) of the federal
97
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line 1
line 2
line 3
line 4
line 5
line 6
line 7
line 8
line 9
line 10
line 11
line 12
line 13
line 14
line 15
line 16
line 17
line 18
line 19
line 20
line 21
line 22
line 23
line 24
line 25
line 26
line 27
line 28
line 29
line 30
line 31
line 32
line 33
line 34
line 35
line 36
line 37
line 38
line 39
line 40
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Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Public Law 111-148),
as amended by the federal Health Care and Education
Reconciliation Act of 2010 (Public Law 111-152).
(3) This section shall not affect services for which an individual
is eligible pursuant to Division 4.5 (commencing with Section
4500) of the Welfare and Institutions Code or Title 14
(commencing with Section 95000) of the Government Code.
(4) This section shall not affect or reduce any obligation to
provide services under an individualized education program, as
defined in Section 56032 of the Education Code, or an individual
service plan, as described in Section 5600.4 of the Welfare and
Institutions Code, or under the federal Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (20 U.S.C. Sec. 1400 et seq.) and its implementing
regulations.
(b) Every health care service plan subject to this section shall
maintain an adequate network that includes qualified autism service
providers who supervise and employ qualified autism service
professionals or paraprofessionals who provide and administer
behavioral health treatment. Nothing shall prevent a health care
service plan from selectively contracting with providers within
these requirements.
(c) For the purposes of this section, the following definitions
shall apply:
(1) “Behavioral health treatment” means professional services
and treatment programs, including applied behavior analysis and
evidence-based behavior intervention programs, that develop or
restore, to the maximum extent practicable, the functioning of an
individual with pervasive developmental disorder or autism and
that meet all of the following criteria:
(A) The treatment is prescribed by a physician and surgeon
licensed pursuant to Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 2000)
of, or is developed by a psychologist licensed pursuant to Chapter
6.6 (commencing with Section 2900) of, Division 2 of the Business
and Professions Code.
(B) The treatment is provided under a treatment plan prescribed
by a qualified autism service provider and is administered by one
of the following:
(i) A qualified autism service provider.
(ii) A qualified autism service professional supervised and
employed by the qualified autism service provider.
97
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line 5
line 6
line 7
line 8
line 9
line 10
line 11
line 12
line 13
line 14
line 15
line 16
line 17
line 18
line 19
line 20
line 21
line 22
line 23
line 24
line 25
line 26
line 27
line 28
line 29
line 30
line 31
line 32
line 33
line 34
line 35
line 36
line 37
line 38
line 39
line 40
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(iii) A qualified autism service paraprofessional supervised and
employed by a qualified autism service provider.
(C) The treatment plan has measurable goals over a specific
timeline that is developed and approved by the qualified autism
service provider for the specific patient being treated. The treatment
plan shall be reviewed no less than once every six months by the
qualified autism service provider and modified whenever
appropriate, and shall be consistent with Section 4686.2 of the
Welfare and Institutions Code pursuant to which the qualified
autism service provider does all of the following:
(i) Describes the patient’s behavioral health impairments or
developmental challenges that are to be treated.
(ii) Designs an intervention plan that includes the service type,
number of hours, and parent participation needed to achieve the
plan’s goal and objectives, and the frequency at which the patient’s
progress is evaluated and reported.
(iii) Provides intervention plans that utilize evidence-based
practices, with demonstrated clinical efficacy in treating pervasive
developmental disorder or autism.
(iv) Discontinues intensive behavioral intervention services
when the treatment goals and objectives are achieved or no longer
appropriate.
(D) The treatment plan is not used for purposes of providing or
for the reimbursement of respite, day care, or educational services
and is not used to reimburse a parent for participating in the
treatment program. The treatment plan shall be made available to
the health care service plan upon request.
(2) “Pervasive developmental disorder or autism” shall have
the same meaning and interpretation as used in Section 1374.72.
(3) “Qualified autism service provider” means either of the
following:
(A) A person, entity, or group that is certified by a national
entity, such as the Behavior Analyst Certification Board, that is
accredited by the National Commission for Certifying Agencies,
and who designs, supervises, or provides treatment for pervasive
developmental disorder or autism, provided the services are within
the experience and competence of the person, entity, or group that
is nationally certified.
(B) A person licensed as a physician and surgeon, physical
therapist, occupational therapist, psychologist, marriage and family
97
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line 1
line 2
line 3
line 4
line 5
line 6
line 7
line 8
line 9
line 10
line 11
line 12
line 13
line 14
line 15
line 16
line 17
line 18
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therapist, educational psychologist, clinical social worker,
professional clinical counselor, speech-language pathologist, or
audiologist pursuant to Division 2 (commencing with Section 500)
of the Business and Professions Code, who designs, supervises,
or provides treatment for pervasive developmental disorder or
autism, provided the services are within the experience and
competence of the licensee.
(4) “Qualified autism service professional” means an individual
who meets all of the following criteria:
(A) Provides behavioral health treatment.
(B) Is employed and supervised by a qualified autism service
provider.
(C) Provides treatment pursuant to a treatment plan developed
and approved by the qualified autism service provider.
(D) Is a behavioral service provider approved as a vendor by a
California regional center to provide services as an Associate
Behavior Analyst, Behavior Analyst, or Behavior Management
Program as defined in Section 54342 of Title 17 of the California
Code of Regulations or as a Behavior Management Assistant or
Behavior Management Consultant pursuant to Section 4648.32 of
the Welfare and Institutions Code.
(E) Has training and experience in providing services for
pervasive developmental disorder or autism pursuant to Division
4.5 (commencing with Section 4500) of the Welfare and
Institutions Code or Title 14 (commencing with Section 95000)
of the Government Code.
(5) “Qualified autism service paraprofessional” means an
unlicensed and uncertified individual who meets all of the
following criteria:
(A) Is employed and supervised by a qualified autism service
provider.
(B) Provides treatment and implements services pursuant to a
treatment plan developed and approved by the qualified autism
service provider.
(C) Meets the criteria set forth in the regulations adopted
pursuant to Section 4686.3 of the Welfare and Institutions Code.
(D) Has adequate education, training, and experience, as
certified by a qualified autism service provider.
(d) This section shall not apply to the following:
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(1) A specialized health care service plan that does not deliver
mental health or behavioral health services to enrollees.
(2) A health care service plan contract in the Medi-Cal program
(Chapter 7 (commencing with Section 14000) of Part 3 of Division
9 of the Welfare and Institutions Code).
(3) A health care service plan contract in the Healthy Families
Program (Part 6.2 (commencing with Section 12693) of Division
2 of the Insurance Code).
(4) A health care benefit plan or contract entered into with the
Board of Administration of the Public Employees’ Retirement
System pursuant to the Public Employees’ Medical and Hospital
Care Act (Part 5 (commencing with Section 22750) of Division 5
of Title 2 of the Government Code).
(e) Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit the
obligation to provide services under Section 1374.72.
(f) As provided in Section 1374.72 and in paragraph (1) of
subdivision (a), in the provision of benefits required by this section,
a health care service plan may utilize case management, network
providers, utilization review techniques, prior authorization,
copayments, or other cost sharing.
(g) This section shall remain in effect only until January 1, 2017,
and as of that date is repealed, unless a later enacted statute, that
is enacted before January 1, 2017, deletes or extends that date.
SEC. 2. Section 10144.51 of the Insurance Code is amended
to read:
10144.51. (a) (1) Every health insurance policy shall also
provide coverage for behavioral health treatment for pervasive
developmental disorder or autism no later than July 1, 2012. The
coverage shall be provided in the same manner and shall be subject
to the same requirements as provided in Section 10144.5.
(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), as of the date that proposed
final rulemaking for essential health benefits is issued, this section
does not require any benefits to be provided that exceed the
essential health benefits that all health insurers will be required by
federal regulations to provide under Section 1302(b) of the federal
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Public Law 111-148),
as amended by the federal Health Care and Education
Reconciliation Act of 2010 (Public Law 111-152).
(3) This section shall not affect services for which an individual
is eligible pursuant to Division 4.5 (commencing with Section
97
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4500) of the Welfare and Institutions Code or Title 14
(commencing with Section 95000) of the Government Code.
(4) This section shall not affect or reduce any obligation to
provide services under an individualized education program, as
defined in Section 56032 of the Education Code, or an individual
service plan, as described in Section 5600.4 of the Welfare and
Institutions Code, or under the federal Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (20 U.S.C. Sec. 1400 et seq.) and its implementing
regulations.
(b) Pursuant to Article 6 (commencing with Section 2240) of
Title 10 of the California Code of Regulations, every health insurer
subject to this section shall maintain an adequate network that
includes qualified autism service providers who supervise and
employ qualified autism service professionals or paraprofessionals
who provide and administer behavioral health treatment. Nothing
shall prevent a health insurer from selectively contracting with
providers within these requirements.
(c) For the purposes of this section, the following definitions
shall apply:
(1) “Behavioral health treatment” means professional services
and treatment programs, including applied behavior analysis and
evidence-based behavior intervention programs, that develop or
restore, to the maximum extent practicable, the functioning of an
individual with pervasive developmental disorder or autism, and
that meet all of the following criteria:
(A) The treatment is prescribed by a physician and surgeon
licensed pursuant to Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 2000)
of, or is developed by a psychologist licensed pursuant to Chapter
6.6 (commencing with Section 2900) of, Division 2 of the Business
and Professions Code.
(B) The treatment is provided under a treatment plan prescribed
by a qualified autism service provider and is administered by one
of the following:
(i) A qualified autism service provider.
(ii) A qualified autism service professional supervised and
employed by the qualified autism service provider.
(iii) A qualified autism service paraprofessional supervised and
employed by a qualified autism service provider.
(C) The treatment plan has measurable goals over a specific
timeline that is developed and approved by the qualified autism
97
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service provider for the specific patient being treated. The treatment
plan shall be reviewed no less than once every six months by the
qualified autism service provider and modified whenever
appropriate, and shall be consistent with Section 4686.2 of the
Welfare and Institutions Code pursuant to which the qualified
autism service provider does all of the following:
(i) Describes the patient’s behavioral health impairments or
developmental challenges that are to be treated.
(ii) Designs an intervention plan that includes the service type,
number of hours, and parent participation needed to achieve the
plan’s goal and objectives, and the frequency at which the patient’s
progress is evaluated and reported.
(iii) Provides intervention plans that utilize evidence-based
practices, with demonstrated clinical efficacy in treating pervasive
developmental disorder or autism.
(iv) Discontinues intensive behavioral intervention services
when the treatment goals and objectives are achieved or no longer
appropriate.
(D) The treatment plan is not used for purposes of providing or
for the reimbursement of respite, day care, or educational services
and is not used to reimburse a parent for participating in the
treatment program. The treatment plan shall be made available to
the insurer upon request.
(2) “Pervasive developmental disorder or autism” shall have
the same meaning and interpretation as used in Section 10144.5.
(3) “Qualified autism service provider” means either of the
following:
(A) A person, entity, or group that is certified by a national
entity, such as the Behavior Analyst Certification Board, that is
accredited by the National Commission for Certifying Agencies,
and who designs, supervises, or provides treatment for pervasive
developmental disorder or autism, provided the services are within
the experience and competence of the person, entity, or group that
is nationally certified.
(B) A person licensed as a physician and surgeon, physical
therapist, occupational therapist, psychologist, marriage and family
therapist, educational psychologist, clinical social worker,
professional clinical counselor, speech-language pathologist, or
audiologist pursuant to Division 2 (commencing with Section 500)
of the Business and Professions Code, who designs, supervises,
97
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or provides treatment for pervasive developmental disorder or
autism, provided the services are within the experience and
competence of the licensee.
(4) “Qualified autism service professional” means an individual
who meets all of the following criteria:
(A) Provides behavioral health treatment.
(B) Is employed and supervised by a qualified autism service
provider.
(C) Provides treatment pursuant to a treatment plan developed
and approved by the qualified autism service provider.
(D) Is a behavioral service provider approved as a vendor by a
California regional center to provide services as an Associate
Behavior Analyst, Behavior Analyst, or Behavior Management
Program as defined in Section 54342 of Title 17 of the California
Code of Regulations or as a Behavior Management Assistant or
Behavior Management Consultant pursuant to Section 4648.32 of
the Welfare and Institutions Code.
(E) Has training and experience in providing services for
pervasive developmental disorder or autism pursuant to Division
4.5 (commencing with Section 4500) of the Welfare and
Institutions Code or Title 14 (commencing with Section 95000)
of the Government Code.
(5) “Qualified autism service paraprofessional” means an
unlicensed and uncertified individual who meets all of the
following criteria:
(A) Is employed and supervised by a qualified autism service
provider.
(B) Provides treatment and implements services pursuant to a
treatment plan developed and approved by the qualified autism
service provider.
(C) Meets the criteria set forth in the regulations adopted
pursuant to Section 4686.3 of the Welfare and Institutions Code.
(D) Has adequate education, training, and experience, as
certified by a qualified autism service provider.
(d) This section shall not apply to the following:
(1) A specialized health insurance policy that does not cover
mental health or behavioral health services or an accident only,
specified disease, hospital indemnity, or Medicare supplement
policy.
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(2) A health insurance policy in the Medi-Cal program (Chapter
7 (commencing with Section 14000) of Part 3 of Division 9 of the
Welfare and Institutions Code).
(3) A health insurance policy in the Healthy Families Program
(Part 6.2 (commencing with Section 12693)).
(4) A health care benefit plan or policy entered into with the
Board of Administration of the Public Employees’ Retirement
System pursuant to the Public Employees’ Medical and Hospital
Care Act (Part 5 (commencing with Section 22750) of Division 5
of Title 2 of the Government Code).
(e) Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit the
obligation to provide services under Section 10144.5.
(f) As provided in Section 10144.5 and in paragraph (1) of
subdivision (a), in the provision of benefits required by this section,
a health insurer may utilize case management, network providers,
utilization review techniques, prior authorization, copayments, or
other cost sharing.
(g) This section shall remain in effect only until January 1, 2017,
and as of that date is repealed, unless a later enacted statute, that
is enacted before January 1, 2017, deletes or extends that date.
SEC. 3. Section 4648.32 is added to the Welfare and
Institutions Code, to read:
4648.32. (a) For purposes of this section, “behavioral health
treatment” shall have the same meaning as provided in Article
5.6 (commencing with Section 1374.60) of Chapter 2.2 of Division
2 of the Health and Safety Code and Article 2.5 (commencing with
Section 10140) of Chapter 1 of Part 2 of Division 2 of the
Insurance Code.
(b) A regional center shall classify a vendor as a Behavior
Management Assistant if the vendor does both of the following:
(1) Designs or implements behavioral health treatments under
the direct supervision of a Behavior Management Consultant,
classified as provided in subdivision (b) (c), or assesses the function
of a behavior of a consumer and designs, implements, and evaluates
instructional and environmental modifications to produce socially
significant improvements in the consumer’s behavior through skill
acquisition and the reduction of behavior, under direct supervision
of a Behavior Analyst, classified as provided in Section 54342 of
Title 17 of the California Code of Regulations, or a Behavior
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Management Consultant, classified as provided in subdivision (b)
(c).
(2) Meets either of the following requirements:
(A) Possesses a bachelor of arts or science degree and has either
of the following:
(i) Twelve semester units of applied behavior analysis or
behavioral health treatment and one year of experience in designing
or implementing behavioral health treatment.
(ii) Two years of experience in designing or implementing
behavioral health treatment.
(B) Is either of the following:
(i) A registered psychological assistant or registered licensed
psychologist pursuant to Chapter 6.6 (commencing with Section
2900) of Division 2 of the Business and Professions Code.
(ii) An associate licensed clinical social worker registered with
the Board of Behavioral Sciences pursuant to Section 4996.18 of
the Business and Professions Code.
(3) For purposes of this section, a regional center shall only
classify as a vendor a Behavior Management Assistant who designs
or implements behavioral health treatments that are consistent
with the vendor’s experience and education.
(b)
(c) A regional center shall classify a vendor as a Behavior
Management Consultant if the vendor designs or implements
behavioral health treatments and meets all of the following
requirements:
(1) Has two years of experience designing and implementing
behavioral health treatments.
(2) Is licensed as one of the following:
(A) A psychologist pursuant to Chapter 6.6 (commencing with
Section 2900) of Division 2 of the Business and Professions Code.
(B) A licensed clinical social worker pursuant to Chapter 14
(commencing with Section 4991) of Division 2 of the Business
and Professions Code.
(C) A licensed marriage and family therapist pursuant to Chapter
13 (commencing with Section 4980) of Division 2 of the Business
and Professions Code.
(D) Any other licensed professional under the laws of this state
whose license permits the design or implementation of behavioral
health treatments.
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(3) For individuals vendored as a behavior management
consultant prior to, or as of, December 31, 2006, have completed
12 semester units in applied behavior analysis by December 31,
2008.
(4) For individuals vendored as a behavior management
consultant on or after January 1, 2007, completes 12 semester units
of applied behavior analysis or behavioral health treatment.
(5) For purposes of this section, a regional center shall only
classify as a vendor a Behavior Management Consultant who
designs or implements behavioral health treatments that are
consistent with the vendor’s experience and education.
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